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We prove the cyclic formality conjecture for chains, raised by Tsygan [“Formal-
ity conjectures for chains.” Differential Topology, Infinite-dimensional Lie Algebras,
and Applications 261–74. American Mathematical Society Translation Series 2, 194.
Providence, RI: American Mathematical Society, 1999.]. It states the existence of an
L∞-quasi-isomorphism of L∞-modules between the cyclic chain complex of smooth
functions on a manifold and the differential forms on that manifold. Concretely, we
prove that the u-linear extension of Shoikhet’s morphism of Hochschild chains [Shoikhet,
B. “A proof of the Tsygan formality conjecture for chains.”Advances inMathematics 179,
no. 1 (2003): 7–37.] solves Tsygan’s conjecture.
1 Introduction and Notation
Let M be a smooth manifold and T•poly = Γ (M;
∧• TM) be the space of polyvector fields
on M. The Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket [·, ·]SN endows T•+1poly with the structure of a graded
Lie algebra. Denote by A= C∞(M), the commutative algebra of smooth functions on M.
Let D•poly be the subcomplex of the Hochschild complex C
•(A, A) given by polydifferential
operators. The n-cochains in this complex are spanned by maps of the form
A⊗n a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an →
n∏
k=1
(Dkak) ∈ A,
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where the Dk are differential operators. The Hochschild differential dH and the Ger-
stenhaber bracket [·, ·]G naturally restrict to this subcomplex and endow D•+1poly with the
structure of a differential graded Lie algebra (dgla).
In his famous paper, Kontsevich [7] proved in 1997 the Formality Theorem (on
cochains), that is, the existence of an L∞-quasi-isomorphism of dgla’s
T•+1poly → D•+1poly.
The Taylor coefficients of this morphismwere explicitly given in terms of graphs.
Kontsevich’s techniques for dealing with graphs and constructing proofs based on
Stokes’ Theorem are very relevant for most papers on the subject, and this paper is
no exception. However, we will not review the theory here, but refer the reader to the
original work [7].
Next, consider the completed Hochschild chain complex C•(A, A) of Awith val-
ues in A. (See Remark A.2 in the appendix) It forms a dgla module over D•+1poly(A, A), with
the action given by
D · (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) =
n∑
j=n−d+1
(−1)n( j+1)D(aj+1, . . . ,a0, . . . ) ⊗ ad+ j−n ⊗ · · · ⊗ aj
+
n−d∑
i=0
(−1)(d−1)(i+1)a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ai ⊗ D(ai+1, . . . ,ai+d) ⊗ · · · ⊗ an (1)
for D ∈ Ddpoly(A, A) and a0, . . . ,an∈ A. Through Kontsevich’s morphism the chains C•(A, A)
also carry an L∞-module structure over the dgla T•+1poly .
Furthermore, there is another natural module over T•+1poly that can be constructed
without additional data, namely the differential forms Ω•(M), with the action given by
Lie derivatives
γ · ω = (dιγ − (−1)pιγd)ω,
where γ ∈ T ppoly and ω ∈ Ω•(M). Here ιγ ω denotes the contraction of γ with ω as usual.
(Concretely, it is defined such that ιγ∧ν = ιγ ιν for γ, ν ∈ T•poly.) A natural extension of the
formality Theorem is then the following statement, which was conjectured by Tsygan
[11] in 1999.
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Theorem 1.1 (Formality Theorem on Chains [3, 8, 10]). There exists an L∞-
quasi-isomorphism of L∞ modules over T•+1poly
U : (C•(A, A),b) → (Ω•(M),0). 
Here the notation means that the complex Ω•(M) is endowed with 0 differen-
tial. The Theorem has been proved by Shoikhet [8] and Dolgushev [3] and independently
by Tamarkin and Tsygan [10]. More precisely, Shoikhet found an explicit quasi-
isomorphism Ush in the cases M =Rn, or M a formal completion of Rn at the origin. Dol-
gushev globalized this construction using Fedosov resolutions. The explicit construction
of Ush given by Shoikhet will be reviewed in Section 2. The proof given by Tamarkin and
Tsygan in [10] of the above Theorem is independent of that of Shoikhet and Dolgushev. It
is essentially a “modules”-version of Tamarkin’s nonconstructive proof of Kontsevich’s
Formality Theorem [6, 9]. It will play no role in this paper.
Tsygan also conjectured the analog of the above theorem on cyclic instead of
Hochschild chains. This is the conjecture that will be proved in this paper. There are
several variants of the cyclic chain complex, all of which have the form
CCWp (A) =
(
C•(A, A)[[u]]
⊗
C[u]
W
)
p
, (2)
where W is a module over the graded algebra C[u], with u being a formal variable of
degree +2. (This notation is due to Getzler. Note that we use the negative grading on
chains.) The differential on the above complexes is given by b+ uB, where b is the
Hochschild boundary operator and B is defined by
B(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) =
n∑
j=0
(−1)nj1⊗ aj ⊗ · · · ⊗ an ⊗ a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aj−1, (3)
where a−1 := an to simplify notation. The homology HCW• (A) of the cyclic chain complex
is related to the de Rham cohomology of M via the following theorem, which can be
found in [1] (Theorem 3.3 for G = {pt}).
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Theorem 1.2. Let W be a C[u]-module of finite projective dimension over C[u], then
HCW• (A) ∼= H •
(
Ω(M)[[u]]
⊗
C[u]
W,ud
)
. 
We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Shoikhet’s L∞-morphism Ush satisfies
Ush ◦ B =d◦ Ush. 
As a corollary, one obtains the formality theorem on cyclic chains.
Corollary 1.4. For W a C[u]-module of finite projective dimension over C[u], there is an
L∞-quasi-isomorphism of L∞-modules over Tpoly
U : (CCW• (A, A),b+ uB) →
(
Ω(M)[[u]]
⊗
C[u]
W,ud
)
. 
Proof. For the proof, one needs to consider Fedosov resolutions of the above two com-
plexes. Introducing these and the required notation would be very lengthy. To avoid this,
we take the liberty to copy the notation of Dolgushev, as used in [3, Section 5], until the
end of this proof. For definitions and explanations, we refer to Dolgushev’s diligent treat-
ment. Concretely, there is the following sequence of quasi-isomorphisms of L∞-modules
over Tpoly:
C poly(M)
ρ−→ (Ω(M, Cpoly), D + b) K−→ (Ω(M, E), D) τ←−A•(M).
From left to right, the objects are the Hochschild chain complex of C∞(M), its Fedosov
resolution, the Fedosov resolution of the de Rham complex, and the de Rham complex
itself. The middle quasi-isomorphism (i.e., K) is defined using Shoikhet’s morphism Ush
fiberwise.
All the above four complexes are, in fact,mixed complexes, in the sense that they
carry another differential of degree −1, anticommuting with their boundary operators.
This differential is (from left to right) Connes’ B as in (3), the same operator applied
fiberwise Bf, the fiberwise de Rham differential df, and finally the de Rham differen-
tial d. We claim that all morphisms in the above sequence are morphisms of mixed
complexes, that is, commute with the application of the additional differentials. For the
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middle morphism K, this follows from Theorem 1.3. For the left- and rightmost mor-
phisms, note that the fiberwise Bf and df map D-constant sections to D-constant sec-
tions. Hence it suffices to observe that for s ∈ C poly(M) and α ∈A•(M), the parts of degree
0 in the formal variable (usually called “y”) of Bfρ(s) and dfτ(α) agree with Bs and dα,
respectively.
By u-linear extension and Remark A.1 in the appendix, we then obtain the fol-
lowing sequence of morphisms of L∞-modules over Tpoly:
(
C poly(M)[[u]]
⊗
C[u]
W, b+ uB
)
−→
(
Ω(M, Cpoly)[[u]]
⊗
C[u]
W, D + b+ uBf
)
−→
(
Ω(M, E)[[u]]
⊗
C[u]
W, D + udf
)
←−
(
A•(M)[[u]]
⊗
C[u]
W,ud
)
.
It remains to be shown that all these morphisms are quasi-isomorphisms. For
this, one can forget about the higher degree Taylor components of the L∞-module-
morphisms and consider the above sequence as a sequence of morphisms of complexes.
But we know that the (0th Taylor components of the) original morphisms ρ, K, and τ were
morphisms of mixed complexes inducing isomorphisms on homology (w.r.t. the degree
−1 differential). Hence [5, Proposition 2.4] finishes the proof of the Theorem. 
We want to mention that Corollary 1.4 also follows from the more general Calc∞
Formality Theorem of Dolgushev et al. [4], which appeared after the writing of this
manuscript.
1.1 Structure of the paper
The precise definitions of structures, brackets, differentials, and gradings that were
omitted in the introduction can be found in the appendix. The author wishes to avoid
having the reader browse through pages of definitions she or he already knows. So in
the next section, we directly start by reviewing the construction of Shoikhet’s formality
morphism, adding several remarks that will simplify the proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof
can then be found in Section 3.
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2 Shoikhet’s Formality Theorem on Chains
In this section, we recall the construction of Shoikhet’s morphism Ush for the case M =Rd
and outline his proof of Theorem 1.1. As usual in deformation quantization, the mor-
phism can be expressed as a sum of graphs. Denote by Ushm the mth Taylor component of
Ush. For ξ a constant polyvector field, we will set
(
ιξ Ushm (γ1, . . . , γm;a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)
)
0
= ±
∑
Γ ∈G(m,n)
wΓ DΓ (ξ, γ1, . . . , γm;a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an).
The sign on the right-hand side depends on conventions. In our conventions, it is ± =
(−1)|γ1|+···+|γm| for homogeneous γ1, . . . , γm. In this paper, however, the sign will not play
any role. On the left, the notation (· · · )0 means that one picks out the 0-form part. On
the right, the sum is over all Kontsevich graphs with m + 1 type I and n+ 1 type II
vertices. The polydifferential operator DΓ is the same as in the Kontsevich case, but
with the polyvector field ξ put exclusively at the first vertex of the graph, cf. [8, Section
2.2.4]. However, the weight wΓ ∈R is defined differently; a formula will be given below.
In particular, the weight is defined in such a way that the right-hand side of the above
equation vanishes if the polyvector field ξ does not have the appropriate degree.
To be precise, we will use here the following definition of the graphs occurring
in the sum.
Definition 2.1. The set G(m,n), m,n∈N0 consists of directed graphs Γ such that
• The vertex set of Γ is
V(Γ ) = {0,1, . . . ,m} ∪ {0¯, . . . , n¯},
where the vertex 0 will be called the central vertex, the vertices {0,1, . . . ,m}
the type I vertices and the {0¯, . . . , n¯} the type II vertices.
• Every edge e= (vi→v j) ∈ E(Γ ) starts at a type I vertex and does not end at the
central vertex. That is, vi is type I and v j is not the vertex 0. We will call the
edges (0→vk) that start at the central vertex central edges and denote the set
of these edges by Ec(Γ ).
• There are no tadpoles, that is, no edges of the form (v→v).
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• For each type I vertex v, there is an ordering given on
Star(v) = {(v→w) | (v→w) ∈ E(Γ ), w ∈ E(Γ )}.
This ordering is considered part of the data. 
Let us next define the weight wΓ of Γ ∈G(m,n). As in the Kontsevich case, it
is an integral of a certain differential form over a compact manifold with corners, the
configuration space CΓ .
wΓ =
⎛
⎝ ∏
v∈V(Γ )
1
(#Star(v))!
⎞
⎠ ∫
CΓ
ωΓ . (4)
Definition 2.2. The configuration space CΓ is the Fulton–MacPherson-like compactifi-
cation of the space of embeddings
(z0, . . . , zm, z0¯, . . . zn¯) : V(Γ ) −→ D
of the vertex set V(Γ ) of Γ into the closed unit disk D = {z∈C; |z| ≤ 1} such that
(1) The central vertex is mapped to the origin, that is, z0 = 0.
(2) The vertex 0¯ is mapped to 1, that is, z0¯ = 1.
(3) All type I vertices are mapped to the interior of D, that is, zj ∈ D◦ for
j = 1, . . . ,n.
(4) All type II vertices are mapped to the boundary of D, that is, zj¯ ∈ ∂D for
j = 0, . . . ,m.
(5) The type II vertices occur in counterclockwise increasing order on the
circle, that is, 0< arg z1¯z0¯ < · · · < arg
zn¯
z0¯
< 2π . (We mean the compactification
constructed similarly to [7, Section 5]. It will not be of any importance.) 
An example graph embedded in D is shown in Figure 1.
The differential form ωΓ that is integrated over the configuration space can be
expressed as a product of one-forms, one for each edge in Γ .
ωΓ =
∧
(0→K)∈Ec(Γ )
dθc(zK , z0¯) ∧
m∧
j=1
∧
( j→L)∈E(Γ )
dθ(zj, zL). (5)
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Fig. 1. Some Shoikhet graph. The set of central edges Ec(Γ ) in this case consists of the four edges
starting at the vertex “0” in the middle.
Here the one-forms occurring are defined as
dθc(z, w) = − 12π darg
( z
w
)
, (6)
dθ(z, w) = 1
2π
darg((z− w)(1− zw¯)z¯). (7)
The geometric meaning of these forms is illustrated in Figure 2. The ordering of
the forms within the wedge products is such that forms corresponding to edges with
source vertex j stand on the left of those with source vertex j + 1, and according to the
order given on the stars for edges having the same source vertex.
We will use the abbreviations
ωcΓ =
∧
(0→K)∈Ec(Γ )
dθc(zK , z0¯)ω
nc
Γ =
m∧
j=1
∧
( j→L)∈E(Γ )
dθ(zj, zL)
for the factors of ωΓ = ωcΓ ∧ ωncΓ coming from central and noncentral edges.
Remark 1. Note that the form dθc(z, w) satisfies dθc(z, w) = dθc(z,u) + dθc(u, w) for any
u∈ D \ {0}. 
Remark 2. On CΓ we put the orientation induced by the volume form
imdz1dz¯1 . . .dzmdz¯mdarg zn¯ . . .darg z1¯.

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Fig. 2. Geometric meaning of Shoikhet’s angle forms.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.3
We have to show that
(
ιξ
(
dUshm (γ1, . . . , γm)(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)
))
0
= (−1)|γ1|+···+|γm|
(
ιξUshm (γ1, . . . , γm)(B(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an))
)
0
(8)
for any polyvector field ξ of degree p=n+ 2m − |γ1| − · · · − |γm| + 1. In fact, we will show
that both sides of the above equation equal the following expression.
(−1)p−1
∑
Γ ∈G(m,n)
wΓ −{e}DΓ (ξ, γ1 ∧ · · · ∧ γm;a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an). (9)
Here e ist the first edge in Ec(Γ ) = Star(0).
Lemma 3.1. The left-hand side of (8) is equal to (9). 
Proof. We can assume w.l.o.g. that ξ = ξ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ξp, with the ξ j constant vector fields.
Then, for any p-form ω, we have
ιξdω = ιξ1 · · · ιξpdω = (−1)p−1
p∑
i=1
(−1)i+1Lξi ιξ1 · · · ιˆξi · · · ιξpω.
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Here Lξi denotes the derivative in the direction ξi. On the other hand, we have
p∑
i=1
(−1)i+1Lξi DΓ (ξ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ξˆi ∧ · · · ∧ ξp, γ1, · · · , γm;a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)
=
∑
v∈V(Γ )\{0}
DΓ ∪{(0→v)}(ξ, γ1, . . . , γm,a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an).
Here by Γ ∪ {(0→v)} we mean the graph formed by adding the edge (0→v) to Γ and
adjusting the ordering in Ec(Γ ), so that the newly added edge is the first. Next multiply
by wΓ and sum over all graphs Γ . Observe that the double sum occurring, namely
∑
Γ ∈G(m,n)
∑
v∈V(Γ )\{0}
contains every graph in G(m,n) with at least one central edge exactly once. (Recall that
the data of a graph contains an ordering on the stars.) The Lemma hence follows by
changing summation variables. 
Lemma 3.2. The right-hand side of (8) is equal to (9). 
For the proof, we need some preparation. First define the operator σ (cyclic shift)
on C•(A, A) by
σ(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ a3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an ⊗ a0.
Also define the operator s on C•(A, A) by
s(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = 1⊗ a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an,
so that B =∑ni=0(−1)insσ i. Similarly, one can define operators s and σ on the space of
graphs such that
∑
Γ ∈G(m,n+1)
wΓ DΓ (ξ, γ1, . . . , γm; B(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an))
=
∑
Γ ∈G(m,n)
(
n∑
i=0
wsσ iΓ
)
DΓ (ξ, γ1, . . . , γm;a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an).
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Concretely, the operator σ on graphs performs a cyclic relabeling of the type II vertices.
The operator s adds a new type II vertex, which gets labeled 0¯. The above lemma is then
an easy consequence of the following result.
Lemma 3.3. Let Γ be a graph with n type II vertices. Then
n∑
i=0
(−1)inwsσ iΓ = (−1)
n
#Ec(Γ )
#Ec(Γ )∑
i=1
(−1)i+1wΓ −{ei}.
where ei is the ith edge in Ec(Γ ). 
Proof. Consider the family of maps ρi : Csσ iΓ → S1 × CΓ defined such that
(z1, . . . , zm, z1¯, . . . , zn+1) → (z−1i+1, (z−1i+1z1, . . . , z−1i+1zm, z−1i+1zi+2, . . . , z−1i+1zn+1, z−1i+1z1¯, . . .)).
If one puts the natural orientation on S1 × CΓ , then one can check that ρi changes ori-
entation by a factor (−1)n+ni+1. Furthermore, the maps ρi are injections and local diffeo-
morphisms on the interior, and hence one can write
wsσ iΓ =
⎛
⎝ ∏
v∈V(Γ )
1
(#Star(v))!
⎞
⎠ ∫
Im(ρi)
(−1)ni+n+1(ρi)∗ωsσ iΓ .
In the following, we will use a coordinate Z on S1 ⊂C and denote by z0, . . . , zm, z0¯, . . . , zn¯
the standard coordinates on CΓ . Note that the integrand can be written as follows
(cf. Equations (5)–(7)):
(ρi)∗ωsσ iΓ =
∧
(0→K)∈Ec(Γ )
(dθc(zK , z0¯) + dθc(z0¯, Z)) ∧ ωncΓ .
Here we used Remark 1. Note also that z0¯ = 1 by our convention, and that the expression
on the right is independent of i. The images Im(ρi) of the maps ρi, i = 0, . . . ,n, cover the
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space S1 × CΓ and their intersections are of higher codimension. One can hence write
n∑
i=0
(−1)inwsσ iΓ =
n∑
i=0
(−1)in
⎛
⎝ ∏
v∈V(Γ )
1
(#Star(v))!
⎞
⎠ ∫
Im(ρi)
(−1)ni+n+1(ρi)∗ωsσ iΓ
= −(−1)n
⎛
⎝ ∏
v∈V(Γ )
1
(#Star(v))!
⎞
⎠ ∫
S1×CΓ
∧
(0→K)∈Ec(Γ )
× (dθc(zK , z0¯) + dθc(z0¯, Z)) ∧ ωncΓ .
We can then perform the integration over the S1-factor and obtain
n∑
i=0
(−1)inwsσ iΓ = (−1)n
⎛
⎝ ∏
v∈V(Γ )
1
(#Star(v))!
⎞
⎠ #Ec(Γ )∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
∫
CΓ
∧
(0→K)∈Ec(Γ −{ei})
dθc(zK , z0¯) ∧ ωncΓ
= (−1)
n
#Ec(Γ )
#Ec(Γ )∑
i=1
(−1)i+1wΓ −{ei}. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The remainder of the proof of Lemma 3.2, and hence of
Theorem 1.3 is just a straightforward check of the signs, using that
p− 1≡n+ |γ1| + · · · + |γm|mod2. 
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Appendix. Standard Definitions
In this section, we state some standard definitions and results. We mostly use the
terminology of Tsygan [11], and hence almost copy the exposition given in his paper.
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A.1 L∞-algebras and L∞-modules
Let g• be a Z-graded vector space. An L∞-structure on g• is a degree 1 coderivation Q on
the cocommutative cofree coalgebra without counit S(g•+1) satisfying
Q2 = 0.
Any coderivation on S(g•+1) is determined by its projection to g•, hence by a series of
linear functions
qk ∈Hom
(
k∧
g•, g•
)
of degree 2− k. The condition that Q2 = 0 reads
N∑
j=1
∑
σ∈SN
± 1
j!(N − j)!qN− j+1(qj(aσ(1), . . . ,aσ( j)),aσ( j+1)), . . . ,aσ(N))) = 0
for all N = 1,2, . . . and all a1, . . . ,aN ∈ g•. Here the sign is the lexicographic sign w.r.t. the
shifted-by-one grading.
Let now M• be another graded vector space. An L∞-module structure on M• is a
degree 1 coderivation D on the cofree comodule
S(g•+1) ⊗ M•
satisfying D2 = 0. Again, D is determined by its composition with the projection to M•,
that is, by components
dk ∈Hom
(
k∧
g• ⊗ M•, M•
)
of degree 1− k such that the following holds for all N = 1,2, . . . and a1, . . . ,aN ∈ g•,
m ∈ M•:
N∑
j=1
∑
σ∈SN
[
± 1
j!(N − j)!dN− j(aσ(1), . . . ,aσ( j),dj(aσ( j+1), . . . ,aσ(N),m))
± 1
j!(N − j)!dN− j+1(qj(aσ(1), . . . ,aσ( j)),aσ( j+1), . . . ,aσ(N),m)
]
= 0.
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Morphisms of L∞-algebras and L∞-modules are defined in the obvious way as
morphisms of the underlying coalgebras or comodules that commute with the structure
(Q or D) given.
Philosophically, and also mathematically if dim g• < ∞, then one can understand
the components qk of Q as terms in a “Taylor series”
Q=
∑
k≥1
qk
k!
of a degree 1 vector field Q on g•+1, commuting with itself. Consider next the trivial
bundle g•+1 ⊗ M• → g•+1. An L∞-module structure can be understood philosophically as
a flat lift D of the vector field Q to this bundle.
Remark A.1. The only way in which the above definitions are needed in this paper is
the following. Consider an L∞-algebra (g•, Q) as above and amorphism U of L∞-modules
over g•
U : (M•1, D1) −→ (M•2, D2).
We next wish to modify the L∞-module structures to
D′1 = D1 + δ1,
D′2 = D2 + δ2,
where the δ j are degree 1 endomorphisms of Sg•+1 ⊗ M•j . Then U is still a morphism of
the new L∞-modules (M•j , D
′
j) if and only if
U ◦ δ1 = δ2 ◦ U .
As usual, it is sufficient to consider the projection of both sides to M•2, because D
′
j are
coderivations. In our case furthermore, all Taylor components of the δ j vanish except in
degree 0. Hence the above condition reads in components
UN(a1, . . . ,aN, δ1m) = (−1)|a1|+···+|an|δ2UN(a1, . . . ,aN,m)
for N = 0,1, . . . This is precisely the condition (8) proved in Section 3. Here the degrees
are the degrees in the coalgebra, that is, aj ∈ g|aj |+1. 
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A.2 Polyvector fields
The Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket [·, ·]SN on T•poly is defined such that
[ f, g]SN = 0,
[ξ, γ1]SN = Lξ γ1,
[γ1, γ2 ∧ γ3]SN = [γ1, γ2]SN ∧ γ3 + (−1)(|γ1|−1)|γ2|γ2 ∧ [γ1, γ3]SN
for all functions f ∈ A, vector fields ξ ∈ T0poly and polyvector fields γ1, γ2, γ3 ∈ T•poly. One can
check that the above bracket turns T•+1poly into a graded Lie algebra. As any Lie algebra, it
is automatically an L∞-algebra, obtained by setting
qk(γ1, . . . , γk) =
⎧⎨
⎩(−1)
|γ1|[γ1, γ2]SN for k= 2,
0 otherwise.
Next consider the space Ω•(M) of differential forms on the manifold M. We con-
sider it with the opposite of the usual grading, that is, a k-form has degree −k. With
this grading, Ω•(M) is a graded module over the graded Lie algebra T•poly. The action is
given by
Lγ ω = [d, ιγ ]ω
for polyvector fields γ and differential forms ω. For a function f ∈ T0poly we define ι f to
be the multplication by f . Any module over a Lie algebra is also an L∞-module, in this
case by setting
dk(γ1, . . . , γk, ω) =
⎧⎨
⎩(−1)
|γ1|Lγ1ω for k= 1,
0 otherwise.
A.3 Hochschild and cyclic (co)homology
The Hochschild cochain complex C •(A, A) of the unital algebra A with values in the
A-bimodule M is defined as
Ck(A,M) =Hom(A⊗k,M).
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The Hochschild coboundary operator dH is given by
(dHΨ )(a1, . . . ,an+1) = (−1)n+1a1Ψ (a2, . . . ,an)
+
n∑
j=1
(−1) j+n+1Ψ (a1, . . . ,aj−1,ajaj+1,aj+2, . . . ,an+1)
+ Ψ (a1, . . . ,an)an+1.
There is a Lie bracket [·, ·]G on C •+1(A, A), called the Gerstenhaber bracket. It is
defined as
[Ψ,Φ]G = Ψ ◦ Φ − (−1)(m−1)(n−1)Φ ◦ Ψ,
where Ψ ∈ Cm(A, A),Φ ∈ Cn(A, A) and
(Ψ ◦ Φ)(a1, . . . ,an+m−1)
=
m∑
j=1
(−1)(n−1)( j−1)Ψ (a1, . . . ,aj−1, Φ(aj, . . . ,aj+n−1),aj+m, . . . ,an+m−1).
If we set
m(a1,a2) = a1 · a2,
so that m ∈ C 1(A, A), one can check that dH(·) = [m, ·]G. Hence, by the Jacobi identity for
[·, ·]G, C •+1(A, A) is a dgla, and hence an L∞-algebra.
The normalized Hochschild chain complex C•(A,M) with values in the bimodule
M is defined as
C−k(A,M) =M⊗ A¯⊗k,
where A¯= A/(1 · C).
Remark A.2. In the case of interest to us, that is, for M= A= C∞(M) being the locally
convex algebra of smooth functions on a manifold M, one has to understand tensor
products as projectively completed tensor products, see [2, Part II, Sections 5 and 6,
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125 pp.]. Concretely, one obtains
C−k(A, A) ∼= C∞(Mk+1)/N,
where N is the subspace of functions constant in one of the last k arguments. Alterna-
tively, one can define C−k(A, A) either as the ∞-jets or germs at the diagonal of functions
in C∞(Mk+1), modulo jets or germs of functions constant in one of the last k arguments,
see [11, Remark 3.1.1]. 
In any case, the differential is defined by the formula
b(m ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) =m · a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an +
n−1∑
j=1
(−1) jm ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ajaj+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an
+ (−1)nan · m ⊗ a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an−1.
The action (1) endows C•(A, A) with the structure of a differential graded module
over C •+1(A, A). On C•(A, A) there is another natural operation, namely the B of (3). One
can check that B anticommutes with b, so that it makes sense to define the cyclic chain
complex (CCW• (A, A),b+ uB) as in (2). Depending on the choice of the C((u))-module W
one obtains different cyclic homology theories:
• ForW=Cwith uacting as 0 one recovers the usual Hochschild chain complex.
• For W=C((u)) one obtains the periodic cyclic chain complex CC per• (A, A). In
the case A= C∞(M), it is quasi-isomorphic to the complex (Ω•(M)((u)),d),
whose cohomology is H •(M)((u)).
Furthermore B (graded) commutes with the action of C •+1(A, A), and hence the
cyclic chain complex carries the structure of a differential graded C •+1(A, A)-module.
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